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Detail of a miniature of King Arthur taking a letter  
from two Roman emissaries. 
The Cadbury Castle Monument, atop Cadbury Hill, indicates the distances  
from this point to other sites associated with Arthur, including Tintagel, 
Glastonbury and Stonehenge.
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f the legend we know as King Arthur ever did walk the earth, 
where in Britain might we pick up his trail? Ancient tales leave 
us clues that are more suggestive than they are definitive. The oldest 
tomes of Dark Age Britain are a patchwork of references to Arthur, 
his castles and forts, his cities and capitals. Through the science of 
archaeology we may search the landscape for confirmation of these 
battlegrounds and battlements. But even science offers more intrigu-
ing questions than it does empirical answers. Still, with medieval 
manuscripts as our guides across the rolling hills and vales of Britain, 
we may begin to plot some points in the geography of Avalon.1 
Furthermore, by delving deeply into the soil itself, we may capture 
glimpses, however fleeting, of the halls and walls that contained his 
fabled warriors.2
Where might we find Camelot?
While Camelot is the name of the stronghold of King Arthur most 
familiar to modern readers, it is by no means the only such name; 
following Geoffrey of Monmouth, a number of early Arthurian texts 
speak of Arthur’s main seat as being located at Caerleon, although 
other possibilities are mentioned, including Kelliwic, or Celliwig, 
which is cited in the Welsh triads. Camelot, or some identifiable 
variation of the name, appears in more than a dozen manuscripts, 
including some – although not all – of the surviving manuscripts of 
the Chrétien de Troyes romance Lancelot, the text in which it first 
appears.3 The Vulgate Cycle, an early thirteenth-century series of 
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French prose romances, provides an interesting history of Camelot, 
claiming that Josephus, the son of Joseph of Arimathea, converted 
the citizens of that place to Christianity; Josephus is also credited 
with dedicating a shrine there to St Stephen, a church claimed in 
some sources to be the location of the marriage ceremony of Arthur 
and Guinevere.
Various Arthurian romances situate Camelot in a location near 
such notable geographic features as a great undulating plain, a mighty 
forest and an important river. This last possibility has proven par-
ticularly popular, as many scholars have taken the opportunity to 
situate Arthur’s stronghold near a waterway dubbed the Cam, Camel 
or the like, thus providing the settlement with a ready-made source 
for its name. As tempting – and, to be fair, as plausible – as this 
hypothesis may be, there is little but circumstantial evidence to cor-
roborate any such claim. The search for this legendary seat has been 
stunningly inconclusive, with possible sites as diverse as Caerleon, 
Glastonbury, Tintagel and Winchester, a wide variety of possibilities 
across a broad swath of Britain ranging from Wales to Scotland and 
from Wessex in England to the Cornish coast.4
Sir Thomas Malory identifies the location of Camelot as Win-
chester, some believe because of the Round Table constructed there 
in the thirteenth century; many contemporaries of Malory took this 
artefact to be the genuine article, which would explain why Winchester 
might seem a likely location of Camelot. Many students of Arthur 
reject this possibility, however, including such an early and notable 
figure as William Caxton, who printed Malory’s work in 1485. 
Winchester, it must be noted, does in fact seem a somewhat unlikely 
historical site for the stronghold of a British warlord; as many have 
argued, this location was well within Saxon territory during the age 
which begot the original Arthurian legends. It is certain, however, 
that Alfred – the West Saxon king who eventually united all England 
against the invading Danes, and who thus exudes something of an 
Arthurian aura, albeit a somewhat ironic one – did locate his capital 
at Winchester, and thus Malory had good reason to perceive it as an 
ancient site of royal authority. 
The search for the historical location of the legendary Camelot 
has long spurred extensive archaeological digs at a number of sites, 
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perhaps most notably that at Cadbury, in Somerset, comprehensively 
excavated in the late 1960s.5 Following the sixteenth-century anti-
quarians John Leland and John Selden, many interpreters of these 
material remains have pressed the case of Cadbury as Camelot.6 The 
Iron Age ruins of that site are extensive, and there is little doubt that 
Cadbury was an important fortified British centre during the age 
which generated the Arthurian tradition. This hilltop site is impres-
sive in dimensions and development: it encompasses nearly 8 hectares, 
with encircling outer defences that measure some 1,100 metres and 
the top of which offer a bird’s-eye view of the country round about, 
which lies some 230 metres below the ramparts of the hillfort. The 
four-tiered earthen walls enclose a space easily large enough to 
accommodate a settlement, as well as, quite likely, the feasting hall 
and inner stronghold of a British chieftain of the late Iron Age. Indeed, 
hillforts such as this were symbols of status and power as well as 
fortifications of protection and refuge, and so it is quite likely that 
a significant figure was ensconced at Cadbury. Moreover, the crown-
ing touches of a wooden and masonry palisade atop the innermost 
earthwork wall, as well as at least one rather well-fashioned gate, argue 
for the importance of this site and its lord, as do the remains of a 
great hall.
Given the intersection of Roman roads near this site and what 
we think likely about the British cavalry of the time, Cadbury might 
also have been an ideal centre for defence against Saxon forays and 
even attacks into the Saxon sphere of influence. Certainly there is 
evidence of a significant amount of power and prestige associated 
with this place; moreover, it is logical enough to assume that this 
site was favoured as a base of some major British leader(s) roughly 
contemporary with the events which gave birth to the legends of 
Arthur. The question remains as to whether there is any direct evidence 
linking this location to the figure of Arthur in general or to the 
legends of Camelot specifically. Some traditions dating from the 
sixteenth century or somewhat before may serve as slender support 
to such a notion. In the final analysis, however, there is no compelling 
independent evidence that Arthur’s seat was at Cadbury, although 
the site certainly would have been an important and strategically 
located one. 
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Another possibility for the location of Camelot is Kelliwic, or 
Celliwig, a Cornish name meaning something like ‘Woodland 
Grove’.7 The Welsh triads identify three great tribal seats of King 
Arthur, including Pen Rhionydd, probably in Galloway in Scotland, 
St Davids in Wales and Kelliwic in Cornwall. Kelliwic is a staple of 
the Cornish Arthurian tradition and is regularly mentioned, appearing 
in several of the triads as well as in the Welsh medieval masterpiece 
Culhwch and Olwen, which places Arthur’s seat there a number of 
times. Regardless of its popularity in Arthurian sources, however, the 
place to which the name refers is not entirely clear; the two main 
possibilities include Callington, the popular choice of scholars and 
hobbyists in the early modern period, and Killibury – traditionally 
known as Kelly Rounds – the location favoured by most modern 
scholars. Castle Killibury, as it is often called, is an Iron Age hillfort 
in the vicinity of the town of Wadebridge; intriguingly this fortifi-
cation also shows some evidence of use during the Arthurian Age.8
Overlooking the mouth of the River Camel, Killibury Castle 
stands atop a mound rising about 90 metres above the level of the 
water below. The site offers splendid views of the surrounding country 
– especially down the river to the bay – and is an extremely defensible 
position. Fortified as it is by a double ring of walls and ditches round 
Cadbury Castle, a hillfort located in South Cadbury, Somerset,  
has long been thought to be a possible location of Camelot,  
the legendary capital of Arthur’s realm.
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about – which still fill with water during the winter – and afforded 
excellent and unobstructed lines of sight in all directions, Killibury 
is a lookout post of a value far greater than its relatively low altitude 
might suggest. Furthermore, it seems to be at a conjunction of ancient 
roads, in close proximity to other lookout points and an old Roman 
post, and is situated advantageously in command of the river crossing 
point at the head of the estuary of the Camel. Archaeological excav-
ation indicates that this site was used and reused for at least several 
centuries before the time of Christ; the evidence of occupation during 
the Arthurian age (a few centuries later) is more slim, but not 
non-existent.
A final possibility is that the term ‘Camelot’ could refer to a 
generic concept of a stronghold rather than to a specific location. If 
one accepts the traditional assertion that Arthur was a Romanized 
Briton or the scion of a house of Romanized Britons – and thus that 
his armies and power bases were likely to be associated with imperial 
military tactics and training – this seems a relatively plausible, if 
somewhat prosaic, possibility, especially given the Roman tradition 
of fort-building, in which each fortification was more-or-less uniform 
and structured according to a common model. Although this possi-
bility is less than compelling, it could help to explain why so many 
sites are associated with Arthur’s home base.
Tintagel: birthplace of Arthur?
Woven as it is into the fabric of Arthuriana as the place where Arthur 
was conceived through the magical intercession of Merlin, Tintagel 
has long been another favourite as a potential site for Camelot.9 Such 
speculation is not entirely without a possible basis: although the 
remaining castle ruins on this site date only from the twelfth century, 
this cliff-top eyrie was a centre of Dumnonian power from at least 
the 600s and may indeed have provided the power base for a local 
chieftain for a century or two before its emergence as a royal seat. 
Many of the elements of Arthurian myth surrounding this location, 
however, seem due at least as much to the inventiveness of medieval 
authors as to any solid claim to fame. Geoffrey’s Historia regum Britan­
niae established Tintagel as a central site of the Arthurian saga, 
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apparently due to the influence of Cornish traditions of approximately 
the correct vintage, and later medieval romance writers also attrib-
uted to this site the distinction of serving as the seat of King Mark, 
the royal cuckold of the Tristan and Isolt narrative. Tintagel Castle 
is described as enchanted in the twelfth-century La Folie Tristan 
d’Oxford, which claims that this magical stronghold vanishes once 
each summer and once each winter. 
The site of a great cleft and cove between two stony headlands 
overhanging the Cornish coast, Tintagel, a name which implies some-
thing along the lines of the ‘Castle of the Narrow Neck’, is today the 
home of a small village and the ruins of a medieval castle constructed 
well after the Arthurian age. It is noteworthy that Tintagel is in the 
vicinity of Camelford; further, the cavern at the base of one headland 
has long been known as Merlin’s Cave. Although the existing medi-
eval ruins have no direct association with the Arthurian legends, 
recent archaeological excavation has revealed some objects believed 
to date from the time of Arthur. Although these remains originally 
were thought to indicate an early monastic settlement, scholars now 
tend to see this place as the home of an ancient stronghold – perhaps 
even a regional seat of power with administrative and governmental 
importance – in addition to its obvious defensive capabilities. 
This iconic wall overlooking the cove on the east side of Tintagel is  
known as the Iron Gate. Dating from the 13th century, it protects  
the only landing on the island.
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Until quite recently, modern scholarship had tended to call into 
question this place’s traditional association with Arthur, because, 
although legend had long placed his conception at Tintagel in 
Cornwall, the castle ruins on the site clearly post-dated the period 
associated with Arthur by a wide margin, and assertions of earlier 
constructions on the same site could not be corroborated. Excava-
tions carried out at Tintagel during the summers of 2016 and 2017, 
however, suggest that there was an active and opulent royal centre at 
this location during the late fifth and early sixth centuries; in other 
words, during the era when a Romanized Briton has long been 
thought to have fought the invading Saxons to a short-lived standstill, 
a British power base was, seemingly, in full operation. What’s more, 
this sprawling palace compound, perhaps the capital of the King of 
Dumnonia, flourished precisely at the location where the saviour of 
the Britons has for centuries been claimed to have been miraculously 
conceived. Even more tantalizing are the range of luxury goods in 
evidence at this site, many of them from far afield and indeed from 
Tintagel Bridge, a graceful modern structure, crosses the sheer drop  
between the mainland and Tintagel Island: the only easy access to the  
ruins on the island, it amply demonstrates Tintagel’s historical inaccessibility.
Overleaf : The ruins of the Great Hall of Tintagel are situated almost  
directly above Merlin’s Cave and overlook the Haven from a sheltered  
courtyard on a man-made terrace.
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the environs of the still-powerful seat of the Eastern Roman Empire 
at Constantinople.10
Moreover, the emerging Romano-British ruins at Tintagel stand 
in stark contrast to the post-and-beam, timber, wattle and earth con-
struction of their Anglo-Saxon neighbours of the same period. The 
latter might best be associated with archaeological digs of post holes 
and midden heaps that call to mind the great mead hall of Beowulf: 
images which evoke the so-called Dark Ages of an emerging Anglo-
Saxon England. The palace compound at Tintagel, on the other hand, 
featured many buildings – at least two of them quite large – thick 
masonry walls, carefully constructed steps, impressively laid stone floors 
and other such evidence of architectural sophistication. Evidence of 
luxury objects of imported glass and pottery abounds at this site, as 
do remnants of expensive foreign delicacies such as wines and olive 
oil from the Eastern Mediterranean, the very heart of the new admin-
istrative centre of the Roman Empire. 
There is, as of this writing, no evidence of the cataclysmic destruc-
tion of the Dumnonian palace at Tintagel, although recently uncovered 
clues may suggest that plague devastated it in the early seventh century. 
Epidemic outbreaks in the Roman world during the same period may 
suggest that the same cultural, economic and political connections to 
the Mediterranean which brought expensive goods to Cornwall might 
also have sown the seeds of the demise of this Romano-British centre 
– by bringing a deadly outbreak of disease from the same urban settle-
ments in the Roman world which supplied the Britons with civilized 
refinements. In any case, although from a modern perspective it is 
tempting to see the final withdrawal of the legions in the mid-fifth 
century as the sudden and unambiguous finale to the period of Roman 
rule and influence in Britain, it is very likely that the Romanized 
Britons of the southwest areas of the island – desperate to protect 
their people and culture from the onslaught of the barbarous Germanic 
invaders and to cling to the vestiges of Roman civilization – actually 
continued to see themselves as a client state of the empire for many 
more generations. The legends of Arthur provide suggestive literary 
evidence of this, while the new material finds at Tintagel provide 
compelling tangible propositions that some elite Britons continued 
to value aspects of the Roman way of life.11
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Glastonbury: gateway to the otherworld
Glastonbury, we are told by Caradoc in Chapter Fourteen of his Vita 
Gildae, is derived from the Welsh Ynis Gutrin, meaning ‘Glass Island’. 
Caradoc goes on to say that the Saxons translated this as Glas Beri, or 
‘City of Glass’. This etymology is fanciful, it is true, but it is perhaps 
especially noteworthy precisely because of the nature of that fancy. The 
notion of an island or fortress of glass was commonly associated with 
an Elysian otherworld in medieval Welsh mythology. Further more, 
this association was strengthened by Glastonbury’s ancient identity as 
a holy site, as well as the fact that in ancient times this hill was virtually 
an island in the midst of a vast, trackless swamp. In this context, stories 
of Arthur’s attempt to retrieve his stolen queen might be construed 
as a hero’s quest to the otherworld, an Orpheus-like journey to the 
realm of the Lord of the Underworld to seek and recapture lost love. 
In fact, this theme was a popular one in the Middle Ages, and recurs 
in numerous texts related to the Arthurian tradition, perhaps most 
famously, if a bit obliquely, in Chaucer’s Wife of Bath’s Tale. Indeed, 
the genre of the medieval romance has, in Sir Orfeo, a blatant retelling 
of the Orpheus myth. This reflects a widespread tradition in Britain 
and France that illustrates a strong Celtic influence concerning the 
situation and population of this frightening alternate universe.
We find just such a tale in Chapter Ten of the Vita Gildae, in 
which we are told that the saint helped the Abbot of Glastonbury 
to bring about peace between Arthur and Melwas, the Lord of the 
Summer Country, who had stolen away and raped Gwenhwyfar, 
Arthur’s queen. Melwas had secreted his prisoner away in his strong-
hold at Glastonbury, which was surrounded by impenetrable tracts 
of wetland, river bottom and marsh. Arthur searched for his lost wife 
for an entire year, and when he discovered where she was being held 
he prepared to attack his enemy with a mighty army. As the two 
antagonists prepared for battle, the abbot, his advisors and Gildas 
intervened, and managed to arrange the peaceful and honourable 
return of Gwenhwyfar to Arthur. For this service both kings bestowed 
considerable gifts of land upon the abbey; furthermore, the abbot 
imposed upon them a lasting peace and reconciliation, forcing from 
each an oath never to desecrate the sacred environs of Glastonbury.
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This tale of Gwenhwyfar’s abduction seems – on the surface – a 
straightforward story of strife between two lords, a conflict brought 
about by means of the unseemly and yet not at all uncommon detail 
of the snatching and ravishing of the queen. The entire episode seems 
to provide little but an occasion for the Abbott of Glastonbury – and, 
we are to suppose, by extension Gildas himself – to show merit in 
mediating arbitration, putting possible budding romance themes to 
one side. Scratch that surface, however, and a wealth of mythic 
material emerges. Melwas, or Melvas, who is known to readers of 
later Arthurian romance as Meleagant, is the ‘noble youth’ or ‘ruler 
of death’ who reigns in aestiva regione, that is, in the ‘summer country’, 
which we might better understand to be the land of the fairies or the 
ever temperate regions of the ancient Celtic otherworld. The strong-
hold of that realm according to the Vita Gildae is Glastonbury, the 
site, we learn from William of Malmesbury, of the Insula Avallonia, 
the ‘Island of Apples’, which will later become known as Avalon and 
will, after his final battle, provide Arthur with a supernatural resting 
place until his return to the world of men.
The fact that Gildas brokers Gwenhwyfar’s return in this version 
of the ‘stolen wife’ motif has been thought to emphasize Arthur’s 
Glastonbury Tor has been a sacred site since ancient times. Glimpsed through  
the trees in the distance, it is clear how starkly Glastonbury Tor rises up to  
loom over the surrounding countryside.
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insuffi cient abilities, but in fact it might be more fair to note that this 
represents another saint’s life – one more example of a widespread 
tradition – which uses Arthur more or less as a foil to emphasize the 
greatness of the holy hero at the expense of the secular soldier. In 
addition, given the otherworldly tenor of Melwas and his realm, it 
might be argued that, in an overtly Christian story such as a saint’s 
life, it is to be expected that a servant of God would be required to 
counteract the powers of the otherworld, which we might expect to 
have at the very least a whiff of the demonic about them.
William of Malmesbury gives us more information about Arthur’s 
resting place and its proximity to Glastonbury. In his Gesta regum 
Anglorum (Deeds of the Kings of the English), completed circa 1125, 
William simply notes that Arthur’s return was prophesied; this lack 
of specific information is largely due to the fact that Arthur’s grave 
was, as of that writing, yet undiscovered. However, in his De antiqui tate 
Glastoniensis ecclesiae (Concerning the Antiquity of the Church at 
Glastonbury), finished around 1135, William offers a possible clue as 
St Michael’s Tower, on top of Glastonbury Tor, marks the remains  
of a medieval church built on the location of much earlier constructions.  
The Arthurian stories of King Melwas of the ‘Summer Country’ associated  
with this place may suggest an ancient pagan heritage.
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to Arthur’s whereabouts when he provides a concrete location for the 
Isle of Avalon, which is often cited as the place Arthur was taken after 
his final battle. William reads Insula Avallonia as ‘Apple Island’.12 It 
was so named, he informs us, by one King Glasteing, who founded a 
stronghold where he found his sow browsing under an apple tree 
(avalla is a Welsh term for ‘apple’). This, according to William, came 
to be the site of Glastonbury, most probably named, he would have 
us believe, for King Glasteing himself. In any case, this location seems 
most likely to have been a sacred place for time out of mind; archae-
ology suggests a very old Celtic settlement on the site, which later 
became home to arguably the earliest Christian centre in Britain.13 As 
we have seen, Glastonbury was in ancient days rendered nearly an island 
by encircling swamps and marshes, which explains why Glasteing 
referred to this Avallonia as an insula. Finally, Glastonbury is a place 
of special note because of its long-standing legendary and mythic 
asso ciations with Arthur; the same may be said of Avalon, which is 
– as William’s work so aptly makes clear – sometimes conflated with 
Glastonbury.14 
The search for Mount Badon: the battle  
that created King Arthur
Born in the very late fifth century and living some 75 years, Gildas 
was a monk supposed to have been a native of what is now southwest 
Scotland. By his own account, Gildas composed his De excidio et 
conquestu Britanniae (Concerning the Ruin and Conquest of Britain) 
some 44 years after the date he gives for the Battle of Mount Badon, 
which he places in the year of his own birth.15 For a variety of solid 
reasons, scholars commonly assign the date of this text to the mid-
sixth century. In some ways Gildas provides the earliest historically 
concerned account of major events traditionally associated with the 
shadowy figure who would come to be known as Arthur, but in other 
ways this work seems almost self-consciously designed to be excluded 
from just such a tradition. No Arthur is mentioned by name, for 
example, and instead of the hero of Mount Badon, the leader held 
up as the hero for British adoration and emulation is, as we have 
seen, Ambrosius Aurelianus.
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Some have asserted that, modern conventions of editing aside, 
Gildas may indeed suggest that the hero of Badon was this self-same 
Ambrosius. Be that as it may, Gildas laments the decline of the hero-
ism and leadership of the British since the time of Ambrosius and 
remarks that – as the grandchildren of that greatest generation were 
far lesser men than their sires – it was to be expected that Mount 
Badon marked the last hurrah of the Roman civilization bequeathed 
to the British.16 That these latter-day Britons were nothing to boast 
about is marked by the fact that Gildas steadfastly refuses to name 
any of them, even concerning the great watershed moment that he 
acknowledges Badon to be. Moreover, Gildas makes no attempt to 
compile history as such – although his work is prefaced by a thumb-
nail sketch of major events in Britain from the first century after 
Christ down to his own day – but is more interested in charting the 
excesses and frailties of the rulers of Britain, which Gildas cites as the 
impetus for the wrath of God brought down upon this sinful insular 
Israel in the form of the scourge of the Saxons. Such an apocalyptic 
interpretation of events represents a relatively early manifestation 
of a medieval commonplace which reasserts itself, for example, in 
the reproachful sermons of Anglo-Saxon clerics in the face of the 
Viking raids, and again during the time of the Black Death.
The British decline, according to Gildas, became precipitous after 
the withdrawal of the last of the Roman legions, a catastrophic event 
that led to the invitation of Saxon mercenaries into British lands to 
aid against other marauders, notably the Picts. Although Gildas does 
not name the foolhardy leader responsible for this rash act, later texts, 
including that of the Venerable Bede and the Anglo­Saxon Chronicle, 
cite Vortigern.17 These mercenaries inevitably came into conflict with 
their employers over wages and supplies, and the end result was a new 
and more dangerous enemy right in the midst of the British. Having 
harried the countryside far and wide, the Saxons fell back into their 
camps, and were eventually soundly defeated – although not destroyed 
– in the Battle of Mount Badon, during which the British may have 
had the advantage of a leader in the mould of the mighty Ambrosius 
Aurelianus, although the text does not tell us for certain.
The tenor of the work as a whole echoes in this notable silence, 
which damns with faint praise. Even this unnamed leader, we are left 
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to believe, pales in comparison with a warrior the likes of Ambrosius, 
who himself represents the last of the great Roman stock. Moreover, 
Gildas not only mourns the passing of this hero himself, as well as 
lamenting the mediocre talents of his successors, but decries the lack 
of wisdom of Gildas’s contemporaries to live according to God’s law 
and to learn from their mistakes. Gildas informs us that this battle 
ended – for a time – wars against outsiders; civil wars, including, 
ostensibly, the Battle of Camlan, at which Arthur is said to have 
perished, seem to have continued unabated, evidence which speaks 
eloquently to the explicit invective point which Gildas was attempting 
to hammer home. Although Arthur is notably unmentioned in this 
work, the messianic aspects of the Arthurian myth later would be 
founded upon the pattern of decadence and revival, and imperilment 
and deliverance underscored by Gildas.
Gildas himself later gained legendary status in the British literary 
tradition, appearing in Culhwch and Olwen and in the work of 
William of Malmesbury. More interestingly, Gildas is the subject of 
hagiography by Caradoc of Llancarfan: combining the trappings of 
an early romance with the genre of the saint’s life, Caradoc’s Vita 
Gildae is notable in the present context because it purports to recount 
the personal animosity between Arthur and Gildas. This alleged 
animus has on occasion been cited as reason enough for the absence 
of Arthur from the account of the Battle of Mount Badon recorded 
by Gildas. Though such a claim certainly falls short of incontrovertible 
evidence, it is undoubtedly true that both Caradoc and William link 
the legendary figure of Gildas with Glastonbury, and thus place him 
within the pale of Arthurian legend proper.
Perhaps most importantly, Gildas was perceived by later writers 
to be a historical source of great note. The Venerable Bede, to cite 
perhaps the most crucial example of this trend, used the work of 
Gildas in the compilation of his own attempt to record the early 
history of the Anglo-Saxons. Bede’s effort itself largely defined the 
terms through which successive generations have understood the 
events of Dark Age Britain almost to our own time. The significance 
of Bede’s reliance upon Gildas is another vital assessment of the 
legendary status that Gildas himself achieved.
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Bede’s view of Badon: the great British victory  
from the English perspective
The Venerable Bede provides a useful counterpoint to the account 
of Gildas in his Historia ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum (History of the 
English Church and People), completed in 731.18 Setting Bede in 
opposition to Gildas, however, is problematic in that the former drew 
so heavily on the latter as a source. Still, their viewpoints were rad-
ically different, and although Bede does not mention Arthur by name 
any more than Gildas does, he is more forthcoming on some other 
points, most notably in attributing, in Chapter Fifteen, the name 
Vortigern to the unhappy superbus tyrannus mentioned by Gildas as 
he who opened the gates of Britain to the Anglo-Saxon onslaught. 
Bede dates this invitation to the reign of the emperors Marcian and 
Valentinian, which he notes began in 449 and lasted some seven years.
As might be expected in a history of the English by an Englishman, 
Bede is detailed in his account of the place of origin and subsequent 
settlement of the Angles, Saxons and Jutes, as well as concerning the 
names of the chief leaders of the invaders, including a lineage dating 
back to Woden. In the same chapter Bede also adds the significant 
detail that the Angles soon entered into an alliance with the very 
Picts Vortigern had paid them to dispel. Perhaps unsurprisingly, Bede 
is quick to take up Gildas’s theme of the pagan Anglo-Saxons acting 
as the scourge of God upon the sinful although Christian Britons, 
but for a somewhat different purpose, and thus in what may seem a 
less strident tone. Bede’s focus on the function of those barbaric 
mercenaries as manifestations of the will of God is perhaps to be 
expected of a descendant of those selfsame pagan marauders.
Still, Bede compares his forebears to the Chaldeans who razed 
the Temple in Jerusalem, thus acting as agents of God’s vengeance 
against the decadent Israelites; the blazes set alight by the pillaging 
Angles, Bede informs us, were God’s just punishment upon an un-
righteous British nation.19 It is noteworthy that Bede includes another 
description of the sins of the Britons in Chapter 22: he notes that, 
even during the period of peace from external enemies that followed 
the events at Badon, the island of Britain was plagued by internal 
strife, especially once the generation which had learned the lessons 
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of the previous scourge had passed away. Here Bede self-consciously 
cites Gildas as a Briton who decried the sinfulness of his own people; 
moreover, Bede is careful to note among the most heinous sins of 
the British their failure to attempt to convert the heathen invaders, 
a crime of particular grievousness to a churchman descended from 
those same pagans.
In Chapter Sixteen Bede follows the wording of Gildas fairly 
closely in his discussion of the successful British counter-offensive 
under the leadership of Ambrosius Aurelius. Bede, again taking his 
cue from Gildas, mentions that after this initial victory there was a 
certain give and take in the military engagements between the foes, 
culminating in a decisive – if impermanent – British victory at Mount 
Badon. Bede assigns to this battle a date some 44 years after the Angles 
arrived in Britain, which would be between 493 and 500, a date that 
agrees with that suggested by Gildas and others. Bede does not men-
tion Arthur, which is unsurprising given his primary source for this 
information. In short, Bede, like Gildas, is perhaps most important to 
the student of Arthuriana in that he emphasizes periods of sin and 
revival among the British that are concurrent with political and military 
struggles. Arthur, like Ambrosius, might perhaps be described in this 
context as a saviour figure available to a properly penitent people. The 
‘Breton hope’ – and associated notions later famously encapsulated 
as the ‘once and future king’ – take on a particular poignancy which 
per haps achieves its mythic culmination in descriptions of Arthur’s 
final journey to Avalon, which in archetypal terms is an apotheosis 
appropriate to a Christ-like saviour figure. Thus the physical location 
of the Battle of Mount Badon may matter less than its mythic cen-
trality to notions of spiritual struggle and divinely mandated victory 
in the landscape of the Welsh psyche, becoming the shadowy source 
of reflections of a short-lived golden age ultimately enshrined as iconic 
in the British – and even in the English – sense of cultural identity. 
In the next chapter we will explore how gods and heroes from ancient 
Welsh lore likewise are recast into powerful icons of medieval British 
literature.
